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EITI Validation
Feedback and lessons learned
Objectives

■ Share impressions and lessons learned
  – How harness Validation to move implementation ahead?
  – Challenges encountered, how overcome
■ Feedback to the International Secretariat
■ Key messages for the Board
EITI Validation procedure

1. Preparation
   - **PREPARATION** of data collection templates on "Transparency", "Stakeholder engagement" and "Outcomes and impact".
   - **COLLATION** of stakeholder comments
     - MSG; support from International Secretariat, country team, national secretariats, consultants, IA
   - **CALL** for public comments on stakeholder engagement
     - International Secretariat Validation team

2. Initial assessment
   - **REVIEW** of data collection templates and supporting documents
   - **TARGETED** stakeholder consultations
   - **INITIAL ASSESSMENT** of progress in meeting the EITI Standard
     - International Secretariat Validation team
   - **INPUT** on selected aspects of the EITI Standard
     - Thematic expert (upon EITI Board request)

3. Stakeholder consultations
   - **REVIEW** of initial assessment by International Secretariat
   - **REVIEW** of stakeholder comments
     - MSG
   - **MSG COMMENTS** sent to International Secretariat
     - National secretariat
   - **REVIEW** of stakeholder comments
   - **FINAL ASSESSMENT** of progress in meeting the EITI Standard
     - International Secretariat Validation team

4. Committee review
   - **REVIEW** of final assessment and supporting documentation
   - **REVIEW** input from external expert, if applicable
   - **REVIEW** of new developments since the start of Validation
   - **REVIEW** of stakeholder comments and response to MSG
   - **RECOMMENDATION** on decision submitted to EITI Board

5. Board decision
   - **REVIEW** of recommendation from Validation Committee
   - **BOARD DECISION** on country’s progress in meeting the EITI Standard
     - EITI Board Validation Committee